I. INTRODUCTION
Earth observation satellites provide valuable products for monitoring environmental and ecosystems. In this work, we study the vegetation monitoring index derived from the sensors called Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) equipped onboard the polar-orbiting satellites of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the United States of America.
The time series data and images are provided weekly with a 4 km spatial resolution [1] , [2] . Vegetation Health Index (VHI) is a remote sensing product valuable for several purposes including drought monitoring [3] - [5] , irrigation system [6] , crop productivity [7] , mosquito-borne disease [8] , and ecological resources [9] - [16] . Most of these works adopt satellite images as major source of analysis [17] . We, on the contrary, employ the vegetation index as numeric data.
In this work, we use VHI for observing greenness of vegetation cover over the major metropolitan areas of the two Asian capitals (Beijing and Bangkok) and one populated city (Ho Chi Minh City). Greenness patterns over a long period of 35 years have been analyzed with cluster analysis method. The remotely sensed data are time series in ASCII numeric format. We thus propose a novel idea of using (slope, residual)-pairs obtained from the linear regression as time series representation for computing distance and forming similar data instances in the same cluster and placing dissimilar instances in different clusters. The details of research methodology are explained in Section II, and the cluster analysis results are illustrated in Section III. We conclude this paper and point out future research direction in Section IV.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Study Area and Data Source
We focus our study of vegetation greenness patterns over the metropolitan areas of China (Beijing), Thailand (Bangkok), and Vietnam (Ho Chi Minh City). The locations of these three cities are shown in Fig. 1 .
The satellite derived vegetation indexes provided by the NOAA-AVHRR include the no noise normalized difference vegetation index (SMN), no noise brightness temperature (SMT), vegetation condition index (VCI), temperature condition index (TCI), and vegetation health index (VHI). In this study, we use only VHI, shown as the last column in Fig.  2 . 
B. The Induction of VHI Time Series Patterns
On analyzing the VHI time series patterns of metropolitan areas, we design analysis process (Fig. 3) At the end of data transformation step, our data file for each city contains 138 records of VHI from 1982-2016 in quarter unit. Each data record is VHI series for the three-month period. Note that the last quarter of 1994 is unavailable and we ignore this missing value.
Time series representation:
We then calculate regression relationship within the quarter. The relationship is represented by a slope of linear line and the residual, which is the error from linear curve fitting. Example of (slope-residual)-pair values is illustrated as input table in Fig.  4 . The purpose of representation step if for compactness of the series that help accelerating the series analysis.
Clustering and visualization: The subsequent step is clustering over the time series representation. Intuitive idea is that series showing the same pattern of slope, either positive or negative, with close amount of magnitude and residual should be placed in the same cluster. The clustering process has been performed with three methods: k-means [18] , two-step [19] , and Kohonen self-organizing network [20] . The best method is assessed through the silhouette coefficient (SC) [21] . The higher SC, the better cluster formation. Results are finally displayed with visualization tools.
III. RUNNING RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The comparative results regarding clustering methods and their efficiency can be explained and discussed as follows.
Beijing greenness pattern:
The best method for clustering Beijing's VHI is two-step clustering with the optimal number of 3 clusters (Fig. 5) . The cluster sizes are quite evenly distributed (31.4%, 33.6%, and 35.0%). This three-group partition means there are three greenness variations over the Beijing metropolitan area.
The Silhouette coefficient (SC) that has been used as an evaluation metric to assess cluster formation of Beijing area is 0.487. Based on this SC value, it can be interpreted that the grouping is quite fair and reasonable. The SC value ranges from -1 to 1. The desirable SC measure is the one that is close to 1. The VHI patterns (displayed as time series plot) of Beijing ground area show clearly three different patterns.
The 3D plot of VHI-regression residual in Fig. 5 shows the distinct three groups of greenness patterns. These patterns can be clearly seen from the 2D graph at the bottom part of the For cluster 2 (the middle graph), the slope of VHI is in the negative region. This negative VHI-slope means the decrease in surface greenness. Therefore, cluster 2 represents the periods of fall and winter that trees turn brown.
Cluster 3 (a graph on the right hand side) includes both positive and negative trends of VHI regression lines. But the magnitudes of the positive trend is not high as in the cluster 1, likewise the negative trend is not strong as in the cluster 2. That means this group of VHI patterns contains a slight change of greenness. This kind of pattern may represent the early spring and the early fall or even the summer time over the Beijing area. 
Ho Chi Minh City greenness pattern:
The best method for clustering Ho Chi Minh City's VHI is the same as the Beijing area; that is, two-step clustering with the optimal number of 3 clusters (Fig. 6 ). But the cluster sizes are not evenly distributed. The majority of greenness events (51.8%) are in cluster 2. The quality of cluster formation is quite good with the SC metric at 0.538. From the trend in cluster 2, it can be inferred that the greenness over Ho Chi Minh area are increasing almost all of the time, except in some season that the greenness is decreased (cluster 3).
Bangkok greenness pattern:
Greenness pattern of Bangkok (Fig. 7) is quite different from Beijing and Ho Chi Minh City. The method best clustering Bangkok is k-means with the SV value equal to 0.487. The optimal number of clusters is five. The 3D scatter plot and the 2D graph show that greenness pattern over Bangkok metropolitan area is five distinctive styles.
Cluster 1 is the majority (34.8%) with positive trend of greenness. The second largest group is cluster 4 (23.2%) that greenness is decreasing. This may represent the cold and dry season in Bangkok. The noticeable group of greenness trends is those in cluster 5 (15.9%) that show high slope in VHI increasing. This should be the rainy season that trees are green all over Bangkok. To validate the clustering results over the three metropolitan areas, we also check the real VHI values during the past 35 years. Fig. 8 shows the actual VHI values from the NOAA-AVHRR. The possible range of VHI is 0 to 100. The VHI higher than 60 indicates good health of vegetation. The VHI below 40 shows vegetation stress due to drought.
It can be noticed that VHI, which is the proxy for greenness, over Beijing fluctuates from 24 to 76 with the mean value around 50. The greenness indicator of Ho Chi Minh City is also fluctuated between 24 and 75. But the majority of VHI values is below 50.
The VHI pattern of Bangkok is different from Beijing and Ho Chi Minh City in that the fluctuation does not center around some mean horizontal line. The VHI trend is instead declining from 70 down to around 28. This means the less greenness of Bangkok metropolitan over the past decades.
From the comparative analysis of clustering results and the actual trends of VHI values, we can confirm the reliable results obtained from our experiment. The confirmation is that the 3-group clustering over Beijing and Ho Chi Minh City and the 5-group forming of VHI values over Bangkok metropolitan areas are showing accordance, comparative to the real trends of VHI values. From the literature, vegetation index of NOAA-AVHRR has been successfully applied to study drought and other climate conditions. We therefore have an initiative idea of applying VHI to study greenness patterns over 35-year periods of major populated cities in East and Southeast Asia. We study VHI patterns over Beijing, Bangkok, and Ho Chi Minh City. Our study is based on the cluster analysis method.
We also propose a new idea of using linear regression of VHI sub-intervals as time series representatives. The use of time series representation is for information compactness and for the temporal data transformation to the time-independent data that are free for data swap during cluster formation.
From the clustering results, we have found that the greenness patterns of Beijing and Ho Chi Minh City over the past three decades can be naturally formed the patterns as three groups based on the VHI trends. The greenness pattern of Bangkok is basically five groups according to the VHI trends. From the promising results of cluster analysis, we plan to further our study with additional data mining techniques to make an in-depth analysis of environmental situations over these major metropolitan cities. 
